Abstracts for the 4th Physiological Undergraduate and Postgraduate Symposium

Dear Sir/Madam

Thank you very much for the abstracts dispatched to us for participation in the above mentioned symposium. This is an excellent effort on your part and your university is appreciated by all our ranks here, for the uplift of medical education and the subject of Physiology in particular. We understand the difficulties of all the stakeholders and by the grace of Almighty we will hold this academic activity when all of you are in a suitable and convenient time.

We have been approached by many quarters in extending the date somewhere ahead in the month of January 2016. This is a tentative date open for a joint consensus or an alternate suggestion by all the stakeholders will be welcome. We will wait for your response and then announce a final date.

Although this is a single day academic activity, nonetheless it is the need of time and the mutual interaction of all concerned will prove to be immensely beneficial.

We look forward to an early response from your quarter.

Thanking you,

(Prof. Dr. Shahid Hasan)  
Professor and Head  
Department of Physiology  
CMH Lahore Medical College,  
Lahore – Pakistan  
E.mail: shnqura@yahoo.com

Date: 28.08.15

Info:

(All Concerned)